Clinical impact of a strategy involving endoscopic submucosal dissection for early gastric cancer: determining the optimal pathway.
Endoscopic submucosal dissection (ESD) is a technique developed to enable the endoscopic resection (ER) of large and ulcerative neoplastic lesions that were previously unresectable using conventional endoscopic mucosal resection (EMR). We investigated the clinical outcomes of ER of early gastric cancer (EGC) before and after the introduction of ESD, with particular attention to surgery and its potential consequences. We reviewed 2,785 consecutive surgical patients with EGC and 2,469 consecutive lesions treated by ER with curative intent between 1990 and 2005. The study was divided into an EMR period (1990-1999) and an ESD period (2000-2005). We analyzed the clinical outcomes of endoscopic and surgical resections and defined 'potentially avoidable surgery' as cases of surgery performed for lesions curable by ER. The rate of potentially avoidable surgery was 3.8% (52/1,369) in the EMR period and 0.2% (3/1,416) in the ESD period (P < 0.001). For ER patients, the rate of overall non-curative ER was 36.9% (154/417) in the EMR group and 17.0% (348/2,052) in the ESD group (P < 0.001). The rate of non-curative ER for lesions defined as having 'positive or difficult to estimate horizontal margins only' decreased significantly, from 26.1% (109/417) in the EMR group to 1.4% (29/2,052) in the ESD group (P < 0.001). Conversely, the rate of non-curative ER for lesions defined as having 'possible lymph node metastasis' significantly increased in the ESD group (15.5%; 319/2,052) compared to that in the EMR group (10.8%; 45/417) (P < 0.01). The application of a pathway involving ESD resulted in a significant decrease in the rate of potentially avoidable surgery, highlighting the advantages associated with performing ESD.